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The Helix Nebula Science Cloud  
public-private partnership  

 

Strategic Plan 
 

 Establish multi-
tenant, multi-
provider cloud 
infrastructure 
 

 Identify and 
adopt policies for 
trust, security 
and privacy 
 

 Create 
governance 
structure 
 

 Define funding 
schemes 

To support the 
computing capacity 
needs for the LHC 

experiments 
 
 

Setting up a new 
service to simplify 
analysis of large 
genomes, for a 

deeper insight into 
evolution and 
biodiversity 

To create an Earth 
Observation 

platform, focusing on 
earthquake and 

volcano research 
 

 
To improve the 

speed and quality of 
research for finding 

surrogate biomarkers 
based on brain 

images 
 

Adopters 

Suppliers 

Further Users: 

January 2016 

http://www.awst.at/en/index.html
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Augmenting CERN’s scientific computing 
programme with commercial cloud services 

Open Telekom Cloud  



The Helix Nebula Initiative 

The preferred model for public research 
organisations is a hybrid cloud that combines 
in-house resources with public e-
infrastructures and commercial cloud services 
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The Helix Nebula initiative has 
brought together research 
organisations, data providers, 
publicly funded e-
infrastructures and European 
commercial cloud service 
providers to develop a hybrid 
cloud model with 
procurement and governance 
approaches suitable for the 
dynamic cloud market 



PCP PPI 
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Why PCP? 
Commercial IaaS exists but not certified, integrated with 
public e-infrastructures, offering std interfaces with 
suitable SLA and contractual terms & conditions. 

PPI 
Potential follow-on 
project if this PCP 
project is successful 



HNSciCloud Joint Pre-Commercial Procurement 
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Procurers: CERN, CNRS, DESY, EMBL-EBI, ESRF, 
 IFAE, INFN, KIT, SURFSara, STFC 
Experts: Trust-IT & EGI.eu 
 
The group of procurers have committed 
• >1.6M€ of procurement funds 
• Manpower for testing/evaluation 
• Use-cases with applications & data 
• In-house IT resources 
 
To procure innovative IaaS level cloud services 
integrated into a hybrid cloud model 
• Commercial cloud services 
• European e-Infrastructures 
 
Services will be made available to end-users 
from many research communities 
 
Co-funded via H2020 (Jan’16-Jun’18) 
• Grant Agreement 687614 

 
Total procurement commitment >5M€ 



What will be procured 
A joint science cloud platform for the European research community 
 
Combining services at the IaaS level into an environment supporting 
the full lifecycle of science workflows 

 
The R&D services to be developed will need to be integrated with 
 Resources in data centres operated by the buyers group 
 European-scale publicly funded e-Infrastructures 

 
using open source solutions to build a hybrid platform on which a 
competitive marketplace of European cloud players can develop 
their own services for a wider range of users beyond research and 
science 
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Innovation through Federation 
• The buyers group need a means to increase analysis capability & capacity offered 

to their users to keep pace with growth in scientific data that needs to be analysed 
 

• The cloud platform must be available to end-users distributed around the world in 
an on-demand & elastic manner 
 

• Provide cost-effective services exploiting capacity-style CPU cycles & online storage 
connected via high-speed networks that can execute a range of scientific 
workloads 
 

• Federate with publicly funded e-Infrastructures based on open source solutions to 
build a hybrid platform on top of which a range of higher-level user specific 
services can be deployed 
 

• Emphasis will be given to trusted cloud services using internationally recognised 
security standards supporting an open ecosystem federating multiple suppliers 
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HNSciCloud PCP project phases 

Preparation
  

• Analysis of requirements, 
current market offers and 
relevant standards 

• Build stakeholder group 
• Develop tender material 

Implementation
  

 

Sharing  

• Best practises 
• Recommendations 
• Training 

Launch of 
tender Pilots tested & 

assessed 

9 months 14 months 7 months 

Jan’16 Jun’18 

Design 

Prototype 

Pilot  



PCP project implementation phase 
Solution design 

≥4 designs 
≤15% tender budget 

Prototype development 
≥3 prototypes 
≤25% tender budget 

Deployment of limited scale pilots 
≥2 pilot deployments  
≥60% tender budget 
 
 

[CATEGO
RY 

NAME] 
≤[PERCEN

TAGE] [CATEGO
RY 

NAME] 
≤[PERCEN

TAGE] 

[CATEGO
RY 

NAME] 
≥[PERCEN

TAGE] 

Each phase is competitive. 
Bids evaluated/tested against criteria published with tender. 
Only contractors that successfully complete the previous phase can 
bid in the next phase. 

Foreseen allocation of PCP funds 
to each phase of implementation 

Design 

Prototype 

Pilot  

Implementation
  



High Energy Physics 
LHC experiments via WLCG 
Belle II 
COMPASS 

Astronomy 
CTA – Cherenkov Telescope Array 
MAGIC 
Pierre Auger Observatory 

Life Sciences 
ELIXIR 
Euro-BioImaging 
Pan-Cancer 

Photon/Neutron science 
PETRA III, 3DIX, OCEAN, OSIRIS 

Long tail of science 
Etc. 

 

Use Cases 

The procured services will be made available to end-users as free at the point of use 
Suppliers will be paid according to metered-usage 



HNSciCloud PCP Open Market Consultation  



NIH Cloud Credits Pilot: A Business Model 
to Support the Use of Cloud Computing for 
the Commons (2016-2018) 
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For this pilot, the initial iteration of the Commons will be tested using a federation of public 
and private computing clouds, with the choice of cloud provider being made by each 
individual investigator who can select the best value for her/his individual research needs 
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George A. Komatsoulis, Ph.D. 
National Center for Biotechnology Information 
National Library of Medicine 
National Institutes of Health 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 



Going Beyond HNSciCloud 
Deployment of a hybrid cloud implementation that can build 
on the investments made in the public and private sectors 
Engagement of the publicly funded research organisations in 
the uptake of cloud services 
The PCP/PPI approach contributes to the development of 
innovative services 

PCP/PPI may be combined with other funding streams, such as 
regional investments including European Structural and Investment 
Funds (ESIF), to build capacity in member states 

The pay-for-usage approach can contribute to the 
sustainability of services by supporting their operational costs 

Bob Jones, CERN 15 



CERN EFDA EMBL ESA ESO ESRF European XFEL ILL EUROFUSION 

EIROforum position paper on the European Open Science Cloud 

This position paper is a rallying call 
for adoption of a strategic approach 
 
http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.34264 
 
November 2015, 26 pages 

Endorsed by the Director Generals of 
all EIROforum members and  
accompanied by a statement of intent 
to enact this strategy 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.34264


Closing remarks 
We expect commercial cloud services to play an increasing role in the 
computing models of Research Infrastructures 
 
A hybrid cloud model leverages the investments made in both the public 
and private sectors while ensuring trust and continuity 

Mature technologies exist but integration, policy and governance requires 
careful attention 
 

Changes to the procurement process in the public research sector are 
necessary to benefit from a dynamic Digital Single Market 

See PICSE call to action http://www.picse.eu/ 
 
A pay-for-usage model can contribute to the sustainability of services by 
supporting their operational costs 
 
The PCP/PPI funding approach can be a means of developing and deploying 
innovative cloud services 

HNSciCloud is the first in a possible series of EC co-funded projects 

http://www.picse.eu/
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